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Abstract

The Si(111)-E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) superstructure was found to be induced by adsorption of about 0.14 monolayers
(ML) of copper atoms on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface at room temperature (RT), which was quite similar to the
cases of the E21×E21 superstructures induced by gold adsorption at RT and by silver adsorption at low temperature
on the E3×E3-Ag surface. Photoemission spectroscopies showed that the high electrical conductance observed for
this copper-induced superstructure was due to a two-dimensional intrinsic dispersive surface-state band crossing the
Fermi level, not due to the surface space-charge layer, which is again similar to the gold-induced E21×E21 surface.
Each noble-metal adatom (gold, silver, copper) of less than ca. 0.1 ML coverage on the E3×E3-Ag surface was
found to exist commonly as two-dimensional adatom gas (2DAG) phase before they turned into the E21×E21
structure. The enhancement in surface conductance by the 2DAG phase was concluded to result from the donation
of the adatoms’ valence electrons into the surface-state band of the E3×E3-Ag substrate. The difference in stability
of the E21×E21 superstructures among gold-, silver- and copper-induced ones is discussed in terms of the first
atomic ionization energy of the adatoms. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Copper; Electrical transport measurements; Photoelectron spectroscopy; Reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED); Silicon; Silver; Surface electrical transport (surface conductivity, surface recombination, etc.); Surface electronic
phenomena (work function, surface potential, surface states, etc.)

1. Introduction perature, respectively. For the E21×E21-
(Ag+Au) surface, according to the results of
photoemission spectroscopy, we confirmed thatIn previous papers [1,2] we reported very high
the high surface electrical conductances were notelectrical conductances for the E21×E21 struc-
due to the surface-space charge layer but rathertures induced by gold or silver adsorption on the
due to the formation of new dispersive surface-Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface at room or low tem-
state bands crossing the Fermi level, EF [3,4].
However, some questions still remaining drive us
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E21×E21-(Ag+Ag) structure at low temper- tion of copper atoms on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag
surface at RT with reflection high-energy electronatures [2,5] because of less information about its
diffraction (RHEED), angle-resolved ultraviolet/electronic structure. The E21×E21 structure is
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies (ARUPS andknown to be formed also by adsorption of copper
XPS) and surface conductance measurements.on the E3×E3-Ag surface at 753 K [7]; however,
Furthermore, by combining the present work withthere are no reports about its atomic/electronic
previous results for the silver- and gold-coveredstructures and electrical conductivity. Therefore, it
E3×E3-Ag surfaces [2–4,9], the mechanism ofis necessary to obtain more information for a
surface conductance on the noble-metal adatom-systematic understanding of the E21×E21 super-
covered E3×E3-Ag surfaces and the stability ofstructures induced by noble-metal adatoms on the
E21×E21 structures are systematically discussed.E3×E3-Ag surface.

Second, the stability of the E21×E21-
(Ag+Ag) structure depends sensitively on the
substrate temperature [2]. When silver atoms are 2. Experiments
deposited on the E3×E3-Ag surface at room
temperature (RT), silver adatoms cannot form The experiments were carried out in an ultra-
the E21×E21 superstructure but exist as a super- high vacuum (UHV ) chamber whose base pressure
saturated two-dimensional adatom gas (2DAG) was below 5×10−10 Torr. It consisted of a
phase at coverages of less than 0.03 monolayers RHEED system, an X-ray source (non-monochro-
(ML) [8]. They begin to nucleate into three- mated Mg Ka line), an ultraviolet ( UV ) light
dimensional (3D) silver microcrystals when the source (He I ), an electron analyzer ( VG ADES
silver coverage exceeds 0.03 ML [8,9]. The 2DAG 500) [4], and a sample holder for four-probe
silver phase also shows a high surface conductance electrical conductivity measurements [6 ]. The sub-
due to adatoms donating their valence electrons strate was a p-type Si(111) wafer with 20 V cm
to the surface-state band of the E3×E3-Ag sub- resistivity at RT and its typical dimensions were

25 mm×4 mm×0.4 mm. A clear Si(111)-7×7strate [9]. However, only below 250 K, the silver
RHEED pattern was produced by flashing theadatoms make the E21×E21 superstructure
sample at 1500 K several times by passing a directaround 0.15 ML coverage [2]. Then, what is the
current (DC) of around 10 A through it. Therelationship between the E21×E21 structure and
E3×E3-Ag surface was prepared by depositingthe 2DAG phase?
1 ML of silver at a constant rate ofThird, since the E3×E3-Ag surface is known
0.66 ML min−1 on the 7×7 substrate maintainedto have no dangling bonds, it is interesting to ask
at 650 K. After cooling the substrate to RT, thehow the noble-metal adatoms make bonds with
E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) superstructures were formedthe substrate. In our previous papers, we proposed
by depositing copper of about 0.14 ML coveragethe simple concept of an atomic bonding mecha-
on the E3×E3-Ag surface at a rate ofnism in the E21×E21-(Ag+Au) structure,
0.4 ML min−1. The amount of each metal depos-referred to as ‘parasitic surface bonding’, in which
ited was monitored by a quartz oscillator.the gold adatom shares its valence electron with

an empty surface state of the substrate [4]. But,
as shown in this paper, the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu)
structure is unstable compared with the 3. Results
E21×E21-(Ag+Au) structure. The answer to this
should be important for further understanding Fig. 1a shows the RHEED pattern of the
about ‘parasitic surface bonding’. E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure induced by depos-

In this work, we studied the relationship among ition of 0.14 ML of copper adatoms on the
the changes in surface atomic/electronic structure E3×E3-Ag surface at RT. Weak and streaky

diffraction spots in this RHEED pattern comeand surface electrical conduction during adsorp-
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Fig. 1. RHEED patterns taken during copper adsorption on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface at RT with the electron beam in [112:]
incidence: (a) Si(111)-E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure induced by adsorption of about 0.14 ML of copper; (b) E3×E3-(Ag+Cu)
surface after 0.2 ML of copper deposition; (c) after deposition of 1.0 ML.

from two equivalent domains of the E21×E21 ition on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface at RT.
The structural changes shown in Fig. 1 are alsostructure with ±10.89° rotations with respect to

the 1×1 fundamental lattice of the Si(111) surface. indicated in this figure. When the evaporator shut-
ter was opened, with the appearance of theWith copper deposition beyond about 0.15 ML

coverage, the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure dis- E21×E21 spots and gaining the maximum inten-
sity at about 0.14 ML coverage, the conductanceappeared rapidly and transformed into another
increased steeply by 1.7×10−4 S %−1 from thatE3×E3 structure (Fig. 1b). The intensity distri-

bution of fractional-order spots in this of the initial E3×E3-Ag surface. Then, with the
disappearance of the E21×E21 superstructureE3×E3-(Ag+Cu) pattern was different from that
with further copper deposition, the conductancein the initial E3×E3-Ag pattern; the (1/3, 1/3)
dropped back. From about 0.5 ML coverage,spots were stronger than (2/3, 2/3) spots, while the
streaks and halos emerged (see Fig. 1c), and theinitial E3×E3-Ag pattern had the opposite rela-
conductance began to increase slowly again untiltive intensity. Streaks and halos emerged with
the deposition was stopped. The above behaviorfurther copper deposition as shown in Fig. 1c.
in conductance change means that theFig. 2 shows the change in electrical conduc-

tance of the silicon wafer during this copper depos- E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surface has a higher surface
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Fig. 2. Conductance changes of the silicon wafer during copper
adsorption on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface at RT. The sur-
face structure changes are also indicated in the corresponding
coverage ranges.

electrical conductance than the initial
E3×E3-Ag surface, which is similar to the case
of the Si(111)-E21×E21-(Ag+Au) [1,3] and
Si(111)-E21×E21-(Ag+Ag) structures [2].

Figs. 3a and b show ARUPS spectra taken from
the initial E3×E3-Ag and the E21×E21-
(Ag+Cu) surfaces, respectively. The excitation

Fig. 3. ARUPS spectra taken from (a) the Si(111)-E3×light was illuminated in a direction of 30° from
E3-Ag surface and (b) the Si(111)-E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) sur-

the surface normal. The electron emission angles face. The excitation light was He I (21.2 eV ) and its incidence
he were changed from the surface normal to the angle was 30° from the surface-normal direction. The electron

emission angles were changed towards the [101: ] direction.[101:] direction. For the initial E3×E3-Ag surface
(Fig. 3a), a dispersive peak with weak intensity

bands for the initial Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surfacenear EF, indicated by small arrowheads, can be
(open circles in a), the E3×E3-Ag surface coveredobserved at emission angles of 32° and 33°. This
by 0.1 ML of gold (closed circles in a) and thewas called the S1 surface-state band [4,10,11],
gold-induced E21×E21 surface (crosses and solidmaking a small electron pocket having a parabolic
circles in b) [4]. It is found that the dispersions ofdispersion around the C9 point in the E3×E3
the S1

1
and S∞

1
bands of the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu)surface Brillouin zone (SBZ), as shown in Fig. 4a

structure are extremely similar to those of the(open circles), while for the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu)
E21×E21-(Ag+Au) structure. Both the S1

1
andsurface (Fig. 3b) two series of dispersive peaks

S∞
1

bands appear around the C9 point of theappear near EF as indicated by big and small
arrowheads; here we call them S1

1
and S∞

1
bands, E3×E3 SBZ, which is similar to the S1 band of

respectively. The S∞
1

band seems to be similar to the initial E3×E3-Ag structure. However, the
bottom of the S1

1
band is much lower below EFthe S1 band of the initial E3×E3-Ag structure,

but the S1
1

band is not observed on the initial than that of the S∞
1

and S1 bands.
We also measured Si 2p core-level emissions inE3×E3-Ag surface.

XPS under bulk-sensitive conditions at RT, fromFig. 4b shows the two-dimensional band-disper-
the clean Si(111)-7×7, the initial E3×E3-Ag andsion diagram near EF for the E21×E21-

(Ag+Cu) surface (open circles) obtained from the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surfaces. Compared with
those on the clean Si(111)-7×7 surface, the peaksFig. 3b. For comparison, Fig. 4 also shows the
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Fig. 5. The shifts of the surface Fermi-level position as a func-
tion of copper (gold) coverage. These were determined from
the peak shift of Si 2p core-level emission in XPS during copper

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional band-dispersion diagram near the (gold) deposition on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface at room
Fermi level for the E3×E3-Ag surface with noble-metal ada- temperature.
toms. (a) Open circles are for the initial Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag
surface, and closed circles for the E3×E3-Ag surface covered
by 0.1 ML of gold [4]. (b) Open circles represent the S1

1
and

ings in the surface space-charge layer for theS∞
1

peak positions in Fig. 3b obtained from the
E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure. The crosses and solid circles E3×E3-Ag and E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surfaces
show the states obtained from the gold-induced E21×E21 sur- are obtained as shown in Fig. 6. The surface states
face with 30° and 0° incidence of UV light, which were obtained observed at the E3×E3-Ag and E21×E21-
in this experiment (ARUPS spectra are not shown here) and in

(Ag+Cu) surfaces are also shown schematicallyour previous paper [4], respectively. Their sizes correspond
in Fig. 6 [4]. It clearly indicates that, during con-qualitatively to the intensity of the respective peaks. The sym-

bols C9 and M9 are symmetric points in a E3×E3 surface version from the E3×E3-Ag structure to the
Brillouin zone. E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) one, the excess holes accu-

mulated in the surface space-charge layer are com-
pletely depleted, accompanied by the S1 surface-of the Si 2p core-level emission shift towards EF

by about 0.47 eV and 0.30 eV for the state band transforming into the S1
1

and S∞
1

bands.
Fig. 7 shows the resistance changes of a siliconE3×E3-Ag and E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surface,

wafer during intermittent depositions of noble-respectively. Since EF at the clean 7×7 surface is
known to be located at 0.63 eV above the valence- metal atoms on the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface

at various temperatures. Upon beginning theband maximum [12,13], it is easily obtained that
EF positions are at 0.16 eV and 0.33 eV above the deposition the resistance decreases steeply for all

cases, and then, by interrupting the depositionvalence-band maximum for the E3×E3-Ag and
below 0.1 ML coverage, the resistances are keptE21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surface, respectively. The
constant, independent of the temperature anddetailed dependence of the position of EF on
adatom species, while RHEED indicates that thecopper coverage on the E3×E3-Ag surface is
surface still remains in the E3×E3 structure andshown by open circles in Fig. 5, which shows quite
the E21×E21 diffraction spots do not appear yet.a similarity between copper and gold adsorptions.
With starting the deposition again the resistancesFor the silicon wafer of p-type used in this experi-
begin to decrease further, accompanied with thement, the distance between EF and the valence-

band maximum in the bulk is 0.29 eV, estimated structure conversion into the E21×E21 surface
for all cases. After passing through the minimumfrom the resistivity [14]. Therefore, the band bend-
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Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the surface states and band bending at (a) the Si(111)-E3×E3-Ag surface and (b) the
Si(111)-E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surface. They are obtained from the results of ARUPS and XPS. (b) is also applicable for the
E21×E21-(Ag+Au) structure [4].

depending on the temperature and noble-metal
species.

4. Discussion

For the silver-induced low-temperature and
gold-induced RT E21×E21 structures, scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) images [5] and
RHEED rocking curves [15] indicate extremely
similar atomic arrangements. Here, Fig. 4b indi-
cates that the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) electronic
structure at the vicinity of EF is quite similar to
that of the gold-induced E21×E21 structure [4].
Additionally, the three kinds of E21×E21 struc-
ture commonly have high surface conductances
compared with the initial E3×E3-Ag surface
[1,2]. This suggest that these three E21×E21Fig. 7. The resistance changes of a silicon wafer during intermit-
structures induced by adsorptions of noble-metaltent depositions of noble-metal adatoms on the E3×E3-Ag

surface at various temperatures. Downward arrows indicate the atoms on the E3×E3-Ag surface possibly have
starting points of depositions, and upward arrows their end the same atomic arrangement and electronic struc-
points. The coverage at the end points is less than 0.1 ML. The ture. Recent first-principles calculations about the
surface structure changes are also indicated, along with the

E3×E3-Ag surface with periodically adsorbedresistance changes. The E3×E3 fractional spots were always
silver adatoms reproduce an electronic band struc-observed throughout these observations.
ture near EF similar to our experimental results in
Fig. 4b [16 ], which may be a feature common to
all of the noble-metal adatoms on theresistances, the resistances turn to increase with

further depositions, accompanied with another E3×E3-Ag surface.
However, the RHEED diffraction spots in theE3×E3 phase or 6×6 structure appearing,
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the S1
1

band are not from the substrate bulk, butE21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure are weaker and
should be from the copper (gold) adtoms [4].broader than those of the gold-induced

For copper- and gold-induced E21×E21 sur-E21×E21 phase; this means that the total area
faces, the dispersion and intensity of the S1

1
bandfraction and average size of the E21×

are quite similar to each other as indicated inE21-(Ag+Cu) domains on the E3×E3-Ag sur-
Fig. 4b, meaning that similar numbers of surface-face are smaller than those of the
state electrons are trapped in these bands on bothE21×E21-(Ag+Au) surface. For the saturated
surfaces. Because the total area fraction coveredE21×E21-(Ag+Au) surface, STM observations
by the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) domains on theindicate that about 85% of the E3×E3-Ag surface
E3×E3-Ag surface is less than that of theis covered by the E21×E21-(Ag+Au) domains
E21×E21-(Ag+Au) surface, the amount of[17]. Thus it can be concluded that the surface
charge transferred from each copper adatom intoprobed by RHEED in Fig. 1 must be a mixture
the bands must be larger than that of gold adatomsof E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) and E3×E3-Ag phases,
in the E21×E21-(Ag+Au) phase. This meanswhich is consistent with our recent STM observa-
that the degree of ionization of copper adatoms istions. Additionally, the RHEED spots in the
larger than that of gold, which is consistent withE21×E21-(Ag+Cu) phases gradually disap-
the difference in the first atomic ionization energy:peared after a lapse of about 5 h just by leaving
8.0 eV (copper) and 9.3 eV (gold). Then the repul-the sample in UHV, leaving only the E3×E3
sive reaction among the adatoms would be strongerspots, while they are stable in the
for copper than gold adatoms in the E21×E21E21×E21-(Ag+Au)phases. This means that the
structures. Thus the reasons why theE21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure is less stable than
E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure is less stable thanthe E21×E21-(Ag+Au).
the E21×E21-(Ag+Au) structure may be partlyAs shown in Figs. 3 and 4, two dispersive bands
interpreted qualitatively by the difference in theS∞

1
and S1

1
near the EF level are observed in the

first atomic ionization energy of the adatoms.E21×E21-(Ag+Au) and E21×E21-(Ag+Cu)
Next, we discuss the mechanism of surfacesurfaces. Because the S∞

1
band at the E21×E21

electrical conductance of the E21×E21-surface is very similar to the S1 band at the initial
(Ag+Cu) surface. Electrical conduction near theclean E3×E3-Ag surface, we suggest that the S∞

1
semiconductor surface is generally classified intoband is partly contributed from the remaining
three types, each of which is in principle closelyE3×E3-Ag domains on the surfaces. This sugges-
related to the surface structures [19]: conductionstion is supported by our recent results that only
through the grown metal atomic layers, throughthe S1

1
band is observed without the S∞

1
band from

the surface space-charge layer of the substrate,the E21×E21-(Ag+Ag) surface in which there is
and through the surface-state bands.no E3×E3-Ag domains remaining, as found by

The 0.14 ML of copper coverage necessary forARUPS measurements at low temperature [18].
forming the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) structure is tooThe S1

1
band in the E21×E21 phase appears only

small to make percolation paths on 2D triangulararound the C9 point of the E3×E3 SBZ, which is
lattices. And the electrical conduction through thesimilar to the S1 band of the initial E3×E3-Ag
surface space-charge layer should be suppressed atstructure, and its intensity is stronger and its
the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) surface because thebottom much lower below EF than that of the S1
excess holes accumulated in the surface space-band of the initial E3×E3-Ag phase. These facts

imply that the S1
1

band seems to be modulated charge layer below the initial E3×E3-Ag surface
from the S1 band by accumulating more electrons are depleted by copper adsorption as indicated in

Fig. 6. Therefore, the conductance increase withinto the S1 band of the initial E3×E3-Ag [4].
Because the holes accumulated in the surface formation of the E21×E21 structure measured in

Fig. 2 cannot be explained by the conductionspace-charge layer below the initial E3×E3-Ag
are depleted as shown in Fig. 6, the electrons in through the grown metal atomic layers nor the
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surface space-charge layer. On the other hand, the conductance before it turns into the E21×E21
structure. This indicates that, irrespective of theS1

1
band does not exist on the initial E3×E3-Ag

2DAG being moving or frozen, they can donatesurface, but only on the E21×E21 surfaces, and
electrons into the S1 band, resulting in a similarit is occupied by more electrons than the S1 band
enhancement of surface conductance. Accordingof the initial E3×E3-Agphase as shown in Fig. 4.
to the above discussion we can conclude that,Thus we can conclude that the observed excess
before formation of the E21×E21 structure,conductance on the E21×E21 structure is due to
noble-metal adatoms with smaller coverages existthe newly formed surface state S1

1
. For the

commonly as 2DAG on the E3×E3-Ag surface.E3×E3-(Ag+Cu) surface prepared by further
The enhancement of surface conductance by thecopper deposition on the E21×E21-(Ag+Cu)
2DAG phase is due to electron donation by thestructure, the decrease in conductance can be
adatoms into the surface-state band S1 of theattributed to the disappearance of the E21×E21
initial E3×E3-Ag substrate.structure and the S1

1
band.

According to Fig. 7a, the E21×E21-Finally, we discuss the relationship between the
(Ag+Au) and gold-induced 2DAG phases haveelectrical conduction of the 2DAG and
higher surface-state conductance than theE21×E21 phases. RHEED indicates that less

than 0.1 ML of noble-metal adatoms is not enough E3×E3-Ag phase by (2.0±0.3)×10−4 S %−1
and (0.7±0.1)×10−4 S %−1, respectively. Thefor structural conversion from the E3×E3 into

the E21×E21 structures. For the 0.1 ML gold- E3×E3-Ag surface has a higher surface-state
conductance than the clean 7×7 surface by (0.8±covered E3×E3-Ag surface, photoelectron spec-

troscopies indicate that more electrons occupy the 0.1)×10−4 S %−1 [3]. Since, on the other hand,
S1 band compared with the case for the initial the conductance through a surface state on the

7×7 surface is actually estimated to be of theE3×E3-Ag surface as shown in Fig. 4a (closed
circles) [4]. Because the excess holes accumulated order of 10−9 S %−1 from STM images [20], the
in the surface space-charge layer below the initial total conductances via the surface state on the
E3×E3-Ag surface are depleted for the 0.1 ML E21×E21-(Ag+Au) and 2DAG gold surfaces
gold-covered E3×E3-Ag surface as indicated in are sE21=(2.8±0.4)×10−4 S %−1 and s2DAG=
Fig. 5, the extra electrons in the S1 band are (1.5±0.2)×10−4 S %−1 , respectively. If both the
donated by the gold adatoms, and the surface S1 and S1

1
bands are assumed to be a 2D free-

space-charge layer plays no roles in the conduc- electron band, the mobility and the mean free path
tance increase. This means that the enhancement of 2D free electrons are given by m=2ps/k2Fe and
in surface conductance by adsorption of 0.1 ML l=(hs)/(kFe2), respectively, where s is the sheet

conductance, kF is the Fermi wave number and eof gold on the E3×E3-Ag surface, as shown in
Fig. 7a, originates from the gold adatoms donating is the elementary charge. By using kFE21=

(0.32±0.03) Å−1 for the S1
1

band andelectrons into the surface-state band S1 of the
kF
2DAG

=(0.15±0.02) Å−1 for the S1 band, as indi-E3×E3-Ag substrate. Similar changes of surface
cated in Fig. 4, we can estimate mE21=(12±conductance and the S1 band were also observed
4) cm2 V−1 s−1 , m2DAG=(26±6) cm2 V−1 s−1,from the additional 0.03 ML of silver adsorption
lE21=(24±6) Å and l2DAG=(26±9) Å. STMon the E3×E3-Ag surface at RT, in which the
observations indicate that both structures of thesilver adatoms exist on the surface as a supersatu-
saturated frozen 2DAG and E21×E21 phases arerated metastable two-dimensional adatom gas
formed by 2D nuclei consisting of a few adatoms(2DAG) phase [9]. The ‘frozen’ 2DAG on the
[5]: the 2D nuclei arrange randomly in the satu-E3×E3-Ag surface is observed by STM only at
rated 2DAG phase, and the average distancelow temperature [5], while at RT the adatoms
among the center of 2D nuclei on terraces is aboutmigrate on the surface so fast that STM cannot
24±7 Å, while in the E21×E21 phase, the 2Dcatch them. As shown in Fig. 7c and d, the ‘frozen’

2DAG also results in an enhancement of surface nuclei arrange in an order with E21a
0
=17 Å
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periodicity, where a0 is the length of the 1×1 ductance was due to the two-dimensional bands
of the surface electronic state. These behaviorssurface unit vector. Therefore, the estimated mean

free path is roughly equal to the average separation in electronic structure and surface conductance
are quite similar to the case of theamong the 2D nuclei in both 2DAG and

E21×E21 phases, suggesting that 2D nuclei in E21×E21-(Ag+Au) structure in our previ-
ous reports.the both phases act as carrier-scattering centers.

2. Noble-metal adatoms at small coverage ( lessThe gold adatoms in the 2DAG and E21×E21
phases not only donate electrons into the surface- than ca. 0.1 ML) on the E3×E3-Ag surface

were suggested to exist commonly as 2DAGstate bands, but also scatter carriers.
The estimated electron mobilities of both phases phases before they turned into the E21×E21

are much smaller than the bulk parameter mbulk of superstructures. The enhancement in surface
about 1500 cm2 V−1 s−1 for conduction electrons conductance by the 2DAG adsorption results
at RT. This may be because of severe carrier from the adatoms donating their valence
scattering by gold adatoms in the 2DAG and electrons into the surface-state band S1 of the
E21×E21 phases, defects, domain boundaries and E3×E3-Ag substrate. The carrier mobility of
steps on the surfaces. On the other hand, as shown the surface-state electrons was estimated to be
in Fig. 4, since in the vicinity of EF the S1 band larger for the 2DAG phase than for the
seems to disperse more steeply than the S1

1
band, E21×E21 phase. This means that the noble-

the effective mass of the conduction electrons in metal adatoms in the 2DAG and E21×E21
the S1

1
band at the E21×E21 phases is larger than phases not only donate electrons into the sur-

that of the S1 band on the 2DAG phases. This face-state band to enhance the surface conduc-
may be the reason why the estimated carrier mobil- tance, but also act as carrier-scattering centers.
ity in the S1

1
band is smaller than that of the S1 3. The difference in stability of the

band of the 2DAG phase. Therefore, the higher E21×E21-(Ag+Cu) and E21×E21-(Ag+
electrical conductance of the E21×E21 phase Au) structures at RT is suggested to be influ-
compared with that of the 2DAG phase, as shown enced by a difference in degree of ionization of
in Fig. 7, has to be mainly attributed to the increase the adatoms, which is governed by their first
in the number of electrons in the S1

1
band of the atomic ionization energy.

E21×E21 phases compared with that in the S1
band of the 2DAG phase.
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